
It is good to be back. Zooming is the new Googling. I have been using 
Zoom for at least 3 years but after the pandemic meant lockdown I started 
using it almost daily and sometimes 2 - 3 times a day.

If you set up a meeting, DO NOT use START MEETING to start your 
meeting. That will actually start a brand new meeting. Your participants will 
find that the link won’t work because you are on another call. Use JOIN. 
The best option is to use the link that was set up when you scheduled the 
Zoom call.

You may this when you log on. 



The link for the Zoom guide is https://www.igeeksblog.com/how-to-use-
zoom-app-on-iphone-ipad/.

YouTube has lots of good Zoom tutorials also.

Here is what speaker view looks like.

Here is a example of gallery view. Now how you you make the change from 
gallery to speaker and reverse. It is helpful to switch from the giant 
Hollywood Squares or Brady Bunch Square grid or just to see who is 
talking. There are advantages to both. It does depend on the situation.



On the iPad the speaker /gallery view is on the left below the camera icon. 
The camera can be toward you or view out like a regular camera. The 
default is looking at you.


Let me highlight other setting. The microphone with a line through it is for 
muting or unmuting, Right now it shows it is muted. The video icon is for 
showing you on the screen. Turn it off if you leave the room especially if you 
go to the bathroom. Mute yourself too.


The green folder with the arrow is for sharing your screen. I will mention 
more later. Next is the participants. Click here to see who is on the call. 

Now look for the three dots in the upper right. There are more options there.

When you click on the three dots, this window comes up. Note the option 
to record to the cloud. CLICK 


I want to point out the chat window.



This is what the chat window looks like. Note the space on the bottom to 
type your questions, add a link, or make a comment. Lets go back to the 
window

Many of you have discovered the virtual background on the iPad and it 
works pretty good on the iPad. Your outline of your head might get fuzzy 
especially if you move your much.



Here is the iPhone Zoom app. Notice there are many of the same settings, 
at the top is turn audio off, switch the camera, details about the meeting, 
and end the call.


On the bottom row, you can mute your audio, stop the video, share the 
screen, see the list of participants, and the three dots which provide the 
same options as on the iPad.


They should look familiar. There are the same as the iPad. Note the visual 
background selection.

Here are the same selections for the virtual background.



So many people use laptops and don’t realize the camera needs to be at 
eye level. The easy fix is a stack of books or a box. With an iPad prop it up. 
One Zoom expert suggests that the ideal frame is 2 inches from the top and 
down to you armpits. Look head on and don’t forget to look at the camera.  
I added a sign under my computer camera that says LOOK HERE.  With the 
iPad or Phone, take a few books and gently angle the case edge so the 
whole thing tilts down a bit, but don’t let it fall, of course. 

Zooming can look like it's aimed at the ceiling or the underside of your chin 
if you just let it sit on a table.

I asked my husband to help me get a photo of looking up the nose. You see 
the results here.


The newer iPads and iPhones have better camera than many laptops. Every 
little blemish may show up. Zoom does have a feature under video settings 
to “touch up your appearance.”

I found this after our meeting on boredpanda.com to show the lengths this 
person went to get eye level with her laptop.  If you want a chuckle check 
out people sharing honest zoom backgrounds. https://
www.boredpanda.com/people-share-honest-zoom-backgrounds/



If we can’t hear you, it’s worse than not being able to see you. Generally, 
the iPhone and iPad have good microphones. You can be heard better 
wearing the earbuds that came with the older phones. There is no 
headphone jack starting with the iPhone X so you will need wireless 
earphones. I have the Apple AirPod. If you have hearing aids, you may want 
to consider a headset with a microphone.  My husband and I share an 
AirPod when we are on a call together. He takes out his hearing aid in one 
ear and hears fine. 

Discussion on headsets with hearing aids. Hope Tillman mentioned  is 
Signia Pure 312 Nx hearing aids which can stream music, TV Audio into 
hearing aids and are controlled with iPhone app. She uses a Logitech H800 
bluetooth wireless headset. John Yoder is using a Monoprice, BT-300ANC 
Bluetooth Wireless headset with a built in microphone.


I think we all know what a difference lighting will make on your on screen 
appearance. This photo is from a screenshot of a Zoom call I was a few 
weeks ago. This person was a professional representing a nonprofit 
advocacy group. He or she offered the incognito look. I don’t know if it was 
on purpose. 

Hope Tillman uses the Lime Cube which is available on Amazon.



Let’s see some examples of lighting.. I circled a few examples. Can you tell 
what they could do to get better lighting?

I have used the screen share successfully by making sure all my other 
windows are closed first. I went back to the feature that allows you to share 
part of the screen in advanced.


I have only used a co-host to manage the larger meetings I have hosted. I 
have lost track of letting the waiting room folks into the meeting so I don’t 
use it for the small committee meetings I host. 


For my audience, patience and tolerance are key to a successful meeting. 
First time Zoom users require it. The staff started a Zoom Bingo game to 
keep us engaged and what a mess for the first few games. Try 100 people 
on computers, iPads and dial in folks and no one being muted. 


I learned to slow down my speech and pause a bit. Check out Master Talk 
on YouTube. I heard him speech at a recent webinar and his tips were 
helpful.

I find that less content works better for my user group members. We need 
the socialization time since we were in stay safer in your apartment for 
months and are still urged to stay home. People need the connection to 
chat.




Chat has been a useful tool to capture websites and app information. I was 
trying to take screenshots of chat in one busy webinar until I clicked on the 
three dots and found the chat can be saved. I also discovered it gets saved 
in the same folder where you save your zoom videos to your computer. My 
best tip would be “TO HAVE FUN!” And in that spirit, I found this FAST 
COMPANY video on YouTube when I was looking for tips on the perfect 
Zoom Call.


The video was 2.10 minutes long but I trimmed the length for the key 
points. Here is the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNcZVmSjy5c


